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Cambridgeshire Cat Club Show 28
th

 March 2009 

 

Many thanks Sally and her team for the invitation this year.  A pleasant day in the 

company of  Gina Zagni with time to cuddle all the cats! 

 

Russian Blue Adult (Female) 

 

1
ST

 & CC BANDY’S TROIKA TSVETAEVA (16a) F 3.5.07 Slightly nervous 

young lady.  Good size and weight. Ears are well set although could be larger.  Flat 

skull and good angle.  Almost straight nose.  Level bite although chin falls away a 

little.  Almond shaped eyes which appeared quite a good green, although difficult to 

fully assess in the hall lighting.  Showing some whisker pads.  Mid blue coat which is 

almost sound at the roots, with good density and feel.  Coat is medium length, fine 

and with a good overall silvery sheen.  Slight tail rings.   

 

BOB  NOBLE’S GR. CH. TROIKA NIJINSKA (16a) F Lovely Russian 

expression.  Good sized well set ears.  Slightly deep set eyes of good green colour.  

Level bite and very good whisker pads.  Good chin.  Flat skull and good angle.   

Slight dip to nose.   Lovely fine and soft and dense coat with a good Russian “feel” to 

it.  Lighter than medium blue in colour with a good silvery sheen.  Tail is tapered 

although base is a little thick.  Not a big girl but good weight for size.  

                     

Ocicat Neuter (Male) 

 

1
st
 & PC Parry’s Nwela Freckles (73bs) MN 21.5.08  A lovely big strong boy, 

just getting a little plump around the middle!  Very short, satiny coat, close lying.  

Modified wedge head with slight curve from muzzle to cheek.  Slight rise at the 

bridge of the nose to the brow.  Squarish look to muzzle.  Level bite and good chin.  

Moderate whisker pinch as desired.  Moderately large ears held just a tiny bit high.  

Large almond eyes which are a deep orange colour.    Solid and substantial bone and 

muscle.  Distinct chocolate spotting.  Tail tip a very dark chocolate.  Pink nose leather 

and chocolate eye rims.  Clear cheek markings, intricate tabby “M” on forehead.  

Pattern extending over the head and breaking into small spots on neck and shoulders 

and along the spine. 

 

Ocicat Neuter (Female) 

 

1
st
 CC & BOB Parry’s Pardalis Genesis (73b) FN 2.6.08  Not in the best of moods but 

handled OK.  Substantial girl of good size with a good “wild” look.  Level bite 

although chin could be stronger.  Nose rises at the bridge to the brow.  Modified 

wedge.  Square look to muzzle.  Moderately large ears also held just a little higher 

than the desired 45 degree angle.  Slight curve muzzle to cheek.  Large almond shaped 

eyes of fairly deep hazel colour.  Short coat, lying close with a good satiny feel to it.  

Large chocolate spots, tiny bit of linkage on shoulders.  Double necklet, scarab.  

Distinct spotted pattern.  Bulls eyes on both sides.  Tabby “M”.  Chocolate tail tip.  

Long tapered tail.  Tummy spotted.  Pink nose leather and chocolate eye rims. 

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 



AV Adult 

 

1
ST

  LACEY’S JENANCA ANJALI (34) F 25.9.06  Lovely Korat girl of 

good weight and size.  A real roly-poly lady!  Good short closely lying coat with even 

silver tipping.  Good heart shape look to her head.  Very good ears for size and set.  

Large peridot green eyes.  Slight downward curve to nose.  Level bite and very deep 

straight chin.  Large Flat forehead. 

 

2
ND

  PETERS’ BUGGIBA ELLIECHLO GABBIE (72 45eq) F 13.8.06   

Ticked Tortie Asian.  Lovely size and weight to this girl.  Short silky close lying coat 

well mixed colours.  Broken necklet.  Short broad wedge.  Very good firm chin and 

level bite.  Lovely eye shape.  Well set ears with rounded tips.  Slight break to nose. 

 

3
RD

  TAYLOR’S PREFERE SEBASTIAN YRADIER (72 43dsq) M 

15.3.08 

 

AV Debutante Kitten 

 

1
ST

  CRAGG’S MAGICAL MIZ TIGGWINKLE (33a27sx) F 8.11.08  

A very typy young Devon baby.  Very large low set ears although held a little high at 

the moment.  Short broad wedge head with well defined cheekbones.  Good chin and 

level bite.  Brow curves to flatish skull.  Ears have rounded tops and tiny tufts.  Muffs 

developing.  Slender neck.  Broad chested.  Slender limbs.  Eyes are wide set, oval 

and slope to ears – blue in colour.  Fairly long tapered tail which is covered with fur 

and waved.  Showing very little coat on majority of body at the moment.  Tummy 

bare.  Some rexing on legs and paws.  Stubbly whiskers and eyebrows.   

 

2
ND

  RILEY-JONES’ BAMBINO SUNSHADOW (76 30) M 27.9.08  

Brown Spotted Bengal boy with a good width to head.  Moderately large ears.  Nose 

has a slight slope.  Level bite.  Short coat which has beautifully rosetted spots.  Pattern 

is a clear black and a warm rufus colour to undercoat. 

 

3
RD

  NICE’S KETCHEREX DE JAR VU (33a36) M 11.10.08 

 

X3RD  RICHMOND-WATSON’S OWLSDENE DIAVIC DREAMER 
(76b20) F 28.10.08 

 

AV Maiden Neuter 

 

1
ST

  NOBLE’S LARKSONG BOGOVSKI (16a) MN 10.3.06  Large 

Russian Blue boy, slightly timid nature but handled OK.  Flat skull.  Level bite.  

Tapered tail which could be a little longer for balance.  Good green eye colour.  Slight 

slope to nose.  Flat skull and fair angle.  Showing some whisker pads. Mid blue 

plushy coat which is almost sound.   

 

AV Limit Neuter 

 

1
ST

  ZAGNI’S TYPHA BROWNIE (72b) MN 7.6.08  A lovely Chocolate 

Asian boy.  Very short fine close lying coat.  Purry and happy. Good Asian 

expression.  Level bite and excellent deep chin.  Short, broad wedge.  Slight nose 



break.  Amber eyes of good shape and size.  Balanced length tapered tail with rounded 

tip.   

 

2
ND

  TRODD’S LARKSONG ANGELINA (16a) FN 27.1.08  Russian girl 

with a nice Russian expression.  A little unhappy out of pen but handled OK.  Flat 

skull and fair angle.  Slope to nose.  Level bite.  Almond shaped green eyes.    Super 

whisker pads.  Medium blue coat with a good silvery sheen. Good density to coat and 

almost sound at roots.  Tail a little thick at the base.  

 

3
RD

  CROFT’S PARDALIS APOLLO (73 41k) MN 2.6.08 

 

AV Visitors Neuter 

 

1
st
  DOCHERTY’S GR. PR. LOHR STEELERS WHEEL (72 43asq) 

MN 7.6.07  Blue Shaded Asian with the most wonderful laid back temperament.  

What a wonderful to cat to own!  He just laid upside down on the table!  Lovely short 

evenly shaded coat which is very fine.  Mature head. 

 

2
ND

  STONE’S ADMEWSH BUSHFIREMOULIN (76 20) FN 7.1.02  

Older Bengal female with a rich colour to her undercoat.  Good head shape.  Good 

nose shape.  Level bite.  Good thick base to tail.  Soft, fairly short coat with clear 

markings.  Really golden paws.  Green eyes and pronounced whisker pads.  Smallish 

ears. 

 

3
RD

  PARRY’S PARDALIS APOLLO (73 41k) MN 2.6.08 

 

 


